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Purchasing Authority Thresholds 

To determine the appropriate purchasing authority threshold, an estimate must 
be made. Estimated price may be based upon previous purchases, market 
research, a published price list, or asking a vendor for a budgetary estimate. 

1. P-Cards: The Superintendent is authorized to implement a purchase card system.  

The Superintendent may issue cards to school staff not listed in this policy, ensuring 

that their cards have adequate spending caps in place given the nature of their 

positions and may waive specification and solicitation requirements for p-card 

purchases for items/services that are difficult or impossible to obtain through 

competitive purchasing (e.g., travel expenses) 

2. Purchases $2,500 and below: These purchases may be delegated by the 

Superintendent to school administration. These purchasers should develop 

specifications and solicit one informal bid or proposal unless not practical because 

item/service is difficult or impossible to obtain through competitive purchasing or the 

item/service is needed on an emergency basis. Individuals delegated this purchasing 

authority must rotate vendors solicited on an equitable basis. 

3. Purchases $2,500.01 to $9,999.99: These purchases may only be delegated by the 

Superintendent to building-level administrators. These purchasers shall develop 

specifications and solicit at least three vendors, insofar as practical, to submit oral or 

written informal bids or proposals. If receiving three bids or proposals is not feasible 

or practical, the purchaser shall provide a written explanation to the Superintendent 

who has authority to require the purchaser to seek additional solicitations.  

4. Purchases $10,000 to $15,000: These purchases may only be made by 

the Superintendent who shall develop specifications and solicit no fewer than three 

vendors, insofar as practical, to submit oral or written informal bids or proposals. If 

receiving three bids or proposals is not feasible or practical, the purchaser shall 

document an explanation and provide it to the School Board upon request. 

 

Procurements to follow MN Statute 471.345 Uniform Municipal Contracting Law 


